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Greetings! 😊 The dust has settled and we have left Holly Oak to live in an interim apt. in S.
M. while waiting for a condo to be built out on San Vicente Blvd a year hence.
The address is:

Apt 409
11640 KIOWA AVE
LA 90049 phone: 826-1002

Item: you'll probably get a follow-up letter from lan Della with some reservation forms to fill out at Sea Lodge for the bash in August. You can fill out whatever days you want, starting Sun eve Aug 27 and going on thru the 31st. The only critical eve is TUES Aug 29 when the informal music-making is scheduled. All expenses there are paid.

Well be in touch. love, D K
Written after phone effort disclosed
[[Text: From the desk of . . . .]] you were away.
[[Letterhead: MARTIN D. KAMEN]] May 7 – ‘78
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Apt 409
11640 KIOWA AVE
LA 90049 phone: 826 – 1002

Item: you’ll probably get a follow-up letter from La Jolla with some reservation forms to fill out at Sea Lodge for the bash in August. You can fill out whatever days you want, starting SUN eve AUG 27 and going in thru the 31st. The only critical eve is TUES AUG 29 when the informal music-making is scheduled. All expenses there are paid. We’ll be in touch. Love

MDK